End of Life Assistance (Scotland) Bill

M Mcguire

I find this bill will send out negative messages to people who are ill ie, they will think they are they are a 'burden' on the country's resources and on their families.

It is inconceivable that the medical profession who are there to heal are will be told to assist in death which is against the moral code and good ethics. There wont even be a conscience clause!!!! Who in their right mind would ever trust the medical profession. Would you?

Hitler did all this in 1933 and look where it took him and the millions he killed. His starting point too was what m mc donald is proposing. Humanity is flaud and because3 of this no one is capable of deciding who should live or who should die.

A number of ill people may feel life is rotten, but once they are recovered they tell a 'very different story' and thank god they have their life back again and see how precious life is.

I thought (and still do) abortion was the worst thing this country could do and here selfish negative people who think only of themselves and cant think beyond their noses have the nerve to foist their wants on the majority.

People who want to end their lives are a small minority so why should the majority be so burdened by their death wishes?

What kind of a world will our children inherit? They wont thank our generation for a genocide heritage.

God forbid these genocide voices make news laws

Because if this does become law

Then there will be another haulocost!!!!!!!!
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